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Description
Title of Invention: APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ADAPTIVE

BEAM-FORMING IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Technical Field

[1] The present invention relates to a wireless communication system. More particularly,

the present invention relates to an apparatus and a method for adaptively performing

beam forming in a wireless communication system that uses a Super High Frequency

(SHF) band.

Background Art
[2] To meet continually increasing Radio Frequency (RF) data traffic demands, wireless

communication systems are evolving so as to support higher data transmission rates.

For example, an emphasis in the development of a 4th Generation (4G) wireless com

munication system is an improvement in spectral efficiency in order to increase a data

transmission rate. However, it has become difficult to meet the continually increasing

RF data traffic demands with only improvements in the spectral efficiency.

[3] The above problem may alternatively be addressed by employing a wider frequency

band. A frequency band used by a mobile communication system of the related art is

typically 10 GHz or less. The reason for this is that it is very difficult to secure a wider

frequency band at 10 GHz or less. However, a wider frequency band may be more

easily secured in a super high frequency band (e.g., 30 GHz through 150 GHz). The

super high frequency band may also be referred to as the millimeter (mm) wave band.

[4] However, the use of the super high frequency band has a shortcoming in that as a

frequency for wireless communication increases, a radio path loss increases. A c

cordingly, as the frequency for wireless communication increases, radio reach distance

is correspondingly shortened, thereby resulting in a reduced service coverage area.

However, there is a technique to address this shortcoming, namely beam-forming.

Beam-forming addresses the radio path loss and increases the radio reach distance.

[5] Beam-forming may be classified into a transmission beam-forming and a reception

beam-forming. The transmission beam- forming concentrates a reach region of a radio

wave in a specific direction. The reach region of a radio wave may be concentrated in a

specific direction using a plurality of antennas. Generally, a structure including the

plurality of antennas is referred to as an antenna array, and an individual antenna

included in the antenna array is referred to as an array element. In a case where

transmission beam-forming is applied, a transmission distance of a signal increases in

an intended direction, and simultaneously, the transmission distance of the signal in d i

rections other than the intended direction are minimized. Therefore, interference to



other users located in directions other than the intended direction is reduced. In the

reception beam-forming, a reception side concentrates reception of radio waves from a

specific direction using a reception antenna array. Accordingly, strength of a signal

received from an intended direction increases, and strength of a signal received from

directions other than the intended direction are excluded, so that an interference signal

from a direction other than the indented direction is effectively blocked.

[6] As described above, in order to secure a wider frequency band, utilization of a super

high frequency band, that is, a millimeter (mm) wave band, is expected. In this case,

beam-forming may be employed to overcome a radio path loss. Therefore, techniques

are desired for effectively performing beam-forming in a mobile communication en

vironment where a user moves and a radio environment changes.

Disclosure of Invention

Solution to Problem
[7] Aspects of the present invention are to address at least the above-mentioned

problems and/or disadvantages and to provide at least the advantages described below.

Accordingly, an aspect of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and a

method for effectively performing beam-forming in a wireless communication system.

[8] Another aspect of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and a method for

overcoming a limitation of a periodic beam obtaining procedure in a wireless commu

nication system.

[9] Still another aspect of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and a method

for performing a beam changing procedure in response to a beam selection error in a

wireless communication system.

[10] Yet another aspect of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and a method

for detecting an occurrence of a beam selection error using a reference signal other

than a reference signal for a beam obtaining procedure in a wireless communication

system.

[11] Still another aspect of the present invention is to provide an apparatus and a method

for reselecting a preferred beam using a reference signal other than a reference signal

used for a beam obtaining procedure in a wireless communication system.

[12] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a method for operating a

receiving node in a wireless communication system is provided. The method includes

determining a first transmission beam as a preferred transmission beam using a

plurality of reference signals transmitted by a transmitting node, generating preferred

transmission beam information, transmitting the preferred transmission beam in

formation to the transmitting node, receiving transmissions from the transmitting node

via the first transmission beam, determining whether a change of a transmission beam



is necessary, and when the change of the transmission beam is determined to be

necessary, generating a beam change request, and transmitting the beam change

request to the transmitting node.

[13] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a method for operating a

transmitting node in a wireless communication system is provided. The method

includes transmitting a plurality of reference signals through corresponding

transmission beams, receiving preferred transmission beam information from a

receiving node, which was generated by the receiving node based on the reference

signals, identifying a first transmission beam as a transmission beam for transmitting a

signal to the receiving node based on the preferred transmission beam information,

transmitting the signal to the receiving node via the first transmission beam, receiving

a beam change request from the receiving node, identifying a second transmission

beam as the transmission beam for transmitting the signal to the receiving node, and

one of adding and changing the second transmission beam as the transmission beam

used for transmitting the signal to the receiving node.

[14] In accordance with further another aspect of the present invention, a receiving node

in a wireless communication system is provided. The receiving node includes a

controller for controlling a transmitter and a receiver, for determining a first

transmission beam as a preferred transmission beam using a plurality of reference

signals transmitted by a transmitting node, for generating preferred transmission beam

information, for controlling to transmit the preferred transmission beam information to

the transmitting node, for controlling to receive transmissions from the transmitting

node via the first transmission beam, for determining whether a change of a

transmission beam is necessary, and when the change of the transmission beam is de

termined to be necessary, for generating a beam change request and for controlling to

transmit the beam change request to the transmitting node; the transmitter for

transmitting the preferred transmission beam information and the beam change request

to the transmitting node; and the receiver for receiving the transmissions from the

transmitting node.

[15] In accordance with further yet another aspect of the present invention, a transmitting

node in a wireless communication system is provided. The transmitting node includes

a beam-forming unit for applying one or more transmission beams for the transmission

of a plurality of reference signals to a receiving node and the transmission of a signal

to the receiving node, a receiver for receiving preferred transmission beam information

and a beam change request from the receiving node, and a controller for controlling the

beam-forming unit and the receiver, for controlling to transmit the plurality of

reference signals through corresponding transmission beams, for controlling to receive

the preferred transmission beam information from the receiving node, which was



generated by the receiving node based on the reference signals, for identifying a first

transmission beam as a transmission beam for transmitting the signal to the receiving

node based on the preferred transmission beam information, for controlling to transmit

the signal to the receiving node via the first transmission beam, for controlling to

receive the beam change request from the receiving node, for identifying a second

transmission beam as the transmission beam for transmitting the signal to the receiving

node, and for one of adding and changing the second transmission beam as the

transmission beam used for transmitting the signal to the receiving node.

[16] Other aspects, advantages, and salient features of the invention will become apparent

to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description, which, taken in con

junction with the annexed drawings, discloses exemplary embodiments of the

invention.

Brief Description of Drawings
[17] The above and other aspects, features, and advantages of certain exemplary em

bodiments of the present invention will be more apparent from the following de

scription taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[18] FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a beam region depending on a base station and a terminal

in a wireless communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention;

[19] FIG. 2 is a view illustrating an example where a beam selection error occurs in a

wireless communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[20] FIG. 3 is a view illustrating an example of preferred beam determination in a wireless

communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[21] FIG. 4 is a view illustrating signaling for a beam obtain procedure and a beam

change procedure in a wireless communication system according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention;

[22] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating signaling for a beam obtain procedure and a beam

change procedure in a wireless communication system according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention;

[23] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for operating a terminal in a wireless

communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[24] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for operating a base station in a wireless

communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;



[25] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a terminal in a wireless communication system

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and

[26] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a base station in a wireless communication

system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[27] Throughout the drawings, like reference numerals will be understood to refer to like

parts, components and structures.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[28] The following description with reference to the accompanying drawings is provided

to assist in a comprehensive understanding of exemplary embodiments of the invention

as defined by the claims and their equivalents. It includes various specific details to

assist in that understanding but these are to be regarded as merely exemplary. A c

cordingly, those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that various changes and

modifications of the embodiments described herein can be made without departing

from the scope and spirit of the invention. Also, descriptions of well-known functions

and constructions are omitted for clarity and conciseness.

[29] The terms and words used in the following description and claims are not limited to

the bibliographical meanings, but, are merely used by the inventor to enable a clear and

consistent understanding of the invention. Accordingly, it should be apparent to those

skilled in the art that the following description of exemplary embodiments of the

present invention is provided for illustration purpose only and not for the purpose of

limiting the invention as defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

[30] It is to be understood that the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural

referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to

"a component surface" includes reference to one or more of such surfaces.

[31] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention provide a technology for ef

fectively performing beam-forming under a mobile communication environment in a

wireless communication system. Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present

invention are described using an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM)/Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) wireless commu

nication system as an example. However, the present invention is not limited thereto.

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be implemented in a wireless

communication system that uses a Super High Frequency (SHF) band. However, the

present invention is not limited thereto. Exemplary embodiments of the present

invention are applicable to wireless communications between any two nodes in either

direction (i.e., wireless communications from a transmitting node to a receiving node).

Examples of the nodes include, base stations, terminals, relay stations, etc. For con

venience in explanation, exemplary embodiments of the present invention are



described herein in the context of beam forming for transmissions from a base station

(as a transmitting node) to a terminal (as a receiving node). However, as described

above, the present invention is not limited thereto.

[32] FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a beam region depending on a base station and a terminal

in a wireless communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[33] Referring to FIG. 1, a beam 120 is formed when a base station 100 performs beam-

forming to communicate with a terminal 110. The beam 120 is a region in which the

terminal 110 may effectively receive a beam-formed signal. The beam 120 may have a

beam width that defines boundaries of the beam 120 and that extend from the base

station 100. The beam width may be a 3dB-beam width in which the boundaries that

extend from the base station 100 correspond to locations at which the signal strength of

the beam-formed signal has decreased by 3dB. The beam width may be defined in

degrees. A valid distance x 130 of beam 120 depends on a distance d 140 between the

base station 100 and the terminal 110, and the beam width. The valid distance x 130 is

a distance of a perpendicular cross section of the beam 120. The valid distance x 130

may be used to determine the validity of an operational period between beam obtain

procedures for the beam 120 in the case where the terminal 110 moves. The beam

obtain procedure is performed periodically and each iteration of the beam obtain

procedure is used to select and apply the beam 120 for a terminal 100. To be effective,

the operational period should be long enough such that a selected beam 120 continues

to be the preferred beam despite movement of the terminal 100.

[34] For a given beam width, the valid distance x 130 is shortened as the distance d 140

from the base station 100 is reduced. Also, for a given distance d 140 from the base

station 100, the valid distance x 130 is shortened as the beam width narrows. For

example, in the case where the 3dB-beam width is 10° or 20°, when a movement

velocity of the terminal 110 is uniform, the valid distance x 130 of the beam 120 may

be calculated depending on the distance d 140 between the base station 100 and the

terminal 110. In addition, when the valid distance x 130 is calculated, a time consumed

for the terminal 110 to move a distance corresponding to the valid distance x 130 may

be calculated depending on a movement velocity of the terminal 110. Table 1 shows

results obtained by calculating consumption time for moving a distance corresponding

to the valid distance x 130 depending on a movement velocity of the terminal 110, a

valid distance x 130, and a distance d 140 between the base station 100 and the

terminal 110. In Table 1, it is assumed that a frequency band is 28 GHz.

[35] Table 1



[Table 1]

Table

[36] As illustrated in Table 1, even when the terminal 110 moves at a high velocity of 120

km/h or more, hundreds of msec are consumed at the minimum for the terminal 110 to

move a distance corresponding to the valid distance x 130. Considering that a section

of one frame of a communication system is typically designed to be 10 msec or less, a

consumption time of hundreds of msec is a relatively long time. In addition, hundreds

of msec is a relatively long time, considering a re-transmission period of a Hybrid

Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) technique which performs retransmission by

adaptively considering a channel change. That is, since a rate of change in a preferred

beam due to movement of the terminal 110 is slower than a rate of change in a channel,

it is suitable that, with respect to system overhead and efficiency, a beam obtain

procedure period is longer than an HARQ retransmission period.

[37] When beam-forming is performed, a beam selection error may occur. Beam selection

error denotes not only a case where a beam is erroneously selected in a beam obtain

procedure but also a case where a beam selected in the previous beam obtain procedure

and a currently preferred beam are different from each other due to movement of a

terminal and/or a neighbor environment change. Here, the preferred beam denotes a

beam having a greatest likelihood of providing a sufficient communication quality or a

beam having a greatest likelihood of providing a communication quality greater than or

equal to a threshold. The communication quality may correspond to at least one of

signal strength, channel quality, etc. The at least one of signal strength, channel

quality, etc. may be determined using at least one of Received Signal Strength In

dication (RSSI), a Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), a Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR), a Carrier to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (CINR), a Carrier to In

terference Ratio (CIR), a Bit Error Rate (BER), etc. When the beam selection error

occurs, an antenna gain is reduced, thereby potentially resulting in a reduced received

signal strength and a deterioration in communication quality.

[38] The consumption time for a terminal to move a distance corresponding to the valid

distance described with reference to FIG. 1 denotes a time for a case in which a

terminal moves from one boundary of the same beam region to the opposite boundary.

However, since a terminal does not always move from one boundary of the same beam



region to the opposite boundary, the consumption time shown in Table 1 represents a

maximum value. Therefore, in the case where the terminal moves from one beam

region to another beam region, crossing over a boundary there between, the con

sumption time may be shorter.

[39] FIG. 2 is a view illustrating an example where a beam selection error occurs in a

wireless communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[40] Referring to FIG. 2, when a terminal 220 located near a boundary of a transmission

beam- A 210 moves toward a transmission beam-B 212, a beam preferred by the

terminal 220 may change before an operational period of the beam obtain procedure

elapses, even when the velocity of the terminal 220 is low. As a result, a beam

selection error may occur. Here, it is assumed that the beam obtain procedure has a

longer period than an HARQ retransmission period, as discussed above with reference

to FIG. 1.

[41] The beam selection error may also result from neighboring environment changes, and

not a terminal's movement. That is, even though the terminal does not leave a beam

region, a preferred beam direction may change before the beam obtain procedure

period elapses due to an obstacle existing in the neighborhood, for example, an au

tomobile, a building, etc. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 2, when the terminal 230

remains at a fix location within a transmission beam-C 214 and an automobile 240

enters a Line of Sight (LOS) path of the terminal 230 and the base station 200, a beam

preferred by the terminal 230 may change. This assumes that the terminal 230 may

favor a Non-LOS (NLOS), that is, a direction of a beam reflected by a reflecting body

and propagating, as well as a beam of an LOS direction.

[42] As described above, a beam selection error may occur in various cases. An intuitive

and simple technique to address the beam selection error is to define a very short beam

obtain procedure period. However, as the beam obtain procedure period gets shorter, a

frequency of beam obtain procedures increases, resulting in an increased number of

unnecessary beam obtain procedures, and simultaneously, system overhead increases

due to uplink feedback for the beam obtain procedures. In addition, due to an increase

in a frequency of beam obtain procedures, power consumption of the terminal may

increase. Therefore, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention proposes an al

ternative for effectively addressing a beam selection error without simply shortening

the beam obtain procedure period.

[43] FIG. 3 is a view illustrating an example of preferred beam determination in a wireless

communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[44] Referring to FIG. 3, a base station 300 sequentially transmits a plurality of reference



signals in corresponding transmission beam directions in order to determine which

beam to use to transmit to terminal 310. Here, the reference signals are signals

configured in a predetermined sequence, and may be denoted by a preamble, a

midamble, a training signal, etc. The terminal 310 receives the reference signals

transmitted in the different beam directions and measures a signal strength with respect

to each reference signal. The signal strength may correspond to one of RSSI, SINR,

SNR, CINR, CIR, BER, etc. The signal strength may be replaced by a channel quality,

etc. The terminal 310 compares the measured signal strengths and then selects a

transmission beam having a strongest signal strength. Through this process, an optimal

transmission beam is determined.

[45] In addition, the terminal 310 may determine an optimal reception beam. In a case of

determining the optimal reception beam, a reference signal should be repeatedly

transmitted a number of times corresponding to a product of the number of

transmission beams of the base station 300 and the number of reception beams of the

terminal 310. That is, the terminal 310 changes a reception beam with respect to a

reference signal to which a determined transmission beam has been applied to re

peatedly receive a reception beam, measures signal strengths corresponding to re

spective reception beams, and then selects a reception beam having a strongest signal

strength. Through the above-described reception signal strength measurement and

comparison, a preferred transmission/reception beam pair may be determined. For

example, in the case of FIG. 3, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention

assumes that a transmission beam-E 325 and a reception beam-B 332 have been

selected as a preferred transmission/reception beam pair having the strongest signal

strength.

[46] When the transmission beam-E 325 and the reception beam-B 332 are selected as

optimal transmission/reception beams, the terminal 310 feeds back information to the

to the base station 300 to inform the base station 300 that the transmission beam-E 325

is a preferred transmission beam. After that, in the case where the preferred

transmission/reception beam pair changes, that is, where a beam selection error occurs

during data transmission or before the next beam obtain procedure is performed, the

terminal 310 should reselect a preferred transmission/reception beam pair, and inform

the base station of the reselected transmission beam. However, the terminal 310 is not

certain whether the base station 300 will immediately apply the reselected transmission

beam, and reselection of a reception beam corresponding to the reselected transmission

beam is still required. Therefore, to address the uncertainty of whether the reselected

transmission beam is applied and the necessity of the reception beam reselection, an

additional control signal exchange is required. Therefore, the base station 300 and the

terminal 310 may clearly determine whether to apply the reselected transmission beam



and reselect a reception beam corresponding to the reselected transmission beam

through the exchange of the additional control signal.

[47] Additionally, a technique is provided herein for reducing a signaling overhead by

removing the exchange of the additional control signal according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention. An alternative to removing the exchange of the ad

ditional control signal is to reselect a transmission beam in the range in which

preference of a reception beam is maintained. Generally, a reception beam of the

terminal 310 has a wider beam width than a transmission beam of the base station 300.

Therefore, with respect to one preferred reception beam, a plurality of preferred

transmission beams may exist. In other words, a relationship between a reception beam

and a transmission beam may be 1: plurality. For example, in the case of FIG. 3, an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention assumes that a correspondence rela

tionship between a reception beam and a transmission beam is illustrated in Table 2.

[48] Table 2

[Table 2]

Table 2

[49] As shown in Table 2, the terminal 310 prefers a transmission beam-A 321 and a

transmission beam-D 324 with respect to a reception beam-A 331, prefers a

transmission beam-C 323, a transmission beam-E 325 and a transmission beam-F 326

with respect to a reception beam-B 332, prefers a transmission beam-G 327 and

transmission beam-H 328 with respect to a reception beam-C 333, and prefers a

transmission beam-B 322 with respect to a reception beam-F 336. Herein, the terminal

310 does not prefer any transmission beam with respect to reception beam-D 334 and

reception beam-E 335.

[50] During a beam obtain procedure, the terminal 310 determines a reception beam

having a strongest signal strength for each transmission beam to generate a

transmission/reception beam pair list. For example, the transmission/reception beam

pair list may be the list shown in Table 2. Accordingly, when the terminal 310 then de-



termines that a beam selection error occurs, the terminal 310 selects a beam pair

having a strongest signal strength from the transmission/reception beam pairs including

the reception beam currently in use. In addition, the terminal 310 feeds back in

formation to the base station 300 to inform the base station 300 of a transmission beam

included in the selected beam pair as reselected transmission beam information. In this

case, since the reception beam does not change, it does not matter in the operation of

the terminal 310 whether the reselected transmission beam is applied because res-

election of the reception beam is not required.

[51] A description is made below using a specific example with reference to FIG. 3. An

optimal transmission/reception beam pair determined via a beam obtain procedure in

FIG. 3 is a transmission beam-E 325 and a reception beam-B 332. At this point, during

the beam obtain procedure, the terminal 310 generates and stores a transmission/

reception beam pair list. After that, the terminal 310 detects the occurrence of a beam

selection error using reference signals transmitted for a different purpose or a beam

obtain procedure of a different terminal. That is, the terminal 310 may use signals

transmitted from the base station 300 for a purpose other than the beam obtain

procedure as the reference signals or a the terminal may use reference signals intended

for a beam obtain procedure for a terminal other than the terminal 310. In the case of

using reference signals for a different purpose or the beam obtain procedure for a

different terminal, the terminal 310 may receive at least one reference signal every

frame.

[52] An exemplary process of detecting a beam selection error is described below in more

detail. The terminal 310 newly generates a transmission/reception beam pair list using

the reference signals, and searches for a beam pair having a strongest signal strength

among transmission/reception beam pairs including the reception beam-B 323. When a

beam pair is found, which includes the reception beam-B 323 and has the strongest

signal strength, that is different from the transmission/reception beam pair determined

via the beam obtain procedure, the terminal 310 determines that a beam selection error

occurs. In this case, the terminal 310 feeds back information to the base station 300

representing a transmission beam included in the beam pair, which includes the

reception beam-B 323, that is found to have the strongest signal strength, as in

formation for a reselected transmission beam. Through this, the terminal 310 may

receive a signal of the base station 300 without needing to determine whether a re

selected transmission beam has been applied and without having to reselect a reception

beam.

[53] For another example, the terminal 310 does not newly generate a transmission/

reception beam pair list, but may still determine whether the beam selection error

occurs. Specifically, in a case where a preferred reception beam is applied, the terminal



310 selects a transmission beam that maximizes reception signal strength, and de

termines whether the transmission beam is the same as the transmission beam de

termined via the beam obtain procedure, thereby determining whether the beam

selection error occurs. Here, when selecting the transmission beam that maximizes the

reception signal strength, the terminal 310 may select any transmission beam. Alter

natively, when selecting the transmission beam that maximizes the reception signal

strength, the terminal 310 may limit its selection to those transmission beams that

correspond to the preferred reception beam in the transmission/reception beam pair list.

In addition, in a case where the preferred reception beam is applied, the terminal 310

feeds back information to the base station 300 representing the transmission beam that

maximizes reception signal strength.

[54] During the process of determining a beam selection error, when the transmission

beam that maximizes reception signal strength is different from the transmission beam

determined via the beam obtain procedure, the terminal 310 determines the beam

selection error. However, according to another exemplary embodiment of the present

invention, a first additional condition may need to be met for the terminal 310 to

determine that a beam selection error occurs. The first additional condition is that the

signal strength of the transmission beam determined via the beam obtain procedure is

less than a first threshold. For example, when the signal strength of the transmission

beam determined via the beam obtain procedure is greater than or equal to the first

threshold, despite the reselected transmission beam that maximizes the reception signal

strength being different from the transmission beam determined via the beam obtain

procedure, the terminal 310 may determine that a beam selection error has not

occurred. In another example, when the signal strength of the transmission beam de

termined via the beam obtain procedure is less than the first threshold, and the re

selected transmission beam is different from the transmission beam determined via the

beam obtain procedure, the terminal 310 may determine that a beam selection error has

occurred.

[55] Instead of or in addition to the first additional condition described above, a second

condition may need to be met for the terminal 310 to determine that a beam selection

error occurs. The second additional condition is that the difference between signal

strength of the reselected transmission beam and the signal strength of the transmission

beam determined via the beam obtain procedure is greater than a second threshold. For

example, when the difference between the signal strength of the reselected

transmission beam and the signal strength of the transmission beam determined via the

beam obtain procedure is less than or equal to the second threshold, despite the re

selected transmission beam that maximizes the reception signal strength being different

from the transmission beam determined via the beam obtain procedure, the terminal



310 may determine that a beam selection error has not occurred. In another example,

when the difference between signal strength of the reselected transmission beam and

the signal strength of the transmission beam determined via the beam obtain procedure

is greater than the second threshold, and the reselected transmission beam is different

from the transmission beam determined via the beam obtain procedure, the terminal

310 may determine that a beam selection error has occurred.

[56] As described above, the base station and the terminal according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention perform a beam obtain procedure using a reference

signal according to a predetermined period, and simultaneously, may address a beam

change that may occur temporarily or irregularly via a beam change procedure

performed when a beam selection error occurs.

[57] A case where the above-described beam obtain procedure and beam change

procedure are performed according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention is described below. For example, a beam change procedure according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be performed when a beam

selection error occurs or when an HARQ initial transmission or retransmission fails

and simultaneously a beam selection error occurs. FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary em

bodiment that includes the HARQ transmission failure and the beam selection error oc

currence as a condition for performing the beam change procedure, and FIG. 5 i l

lustrates an exemplary embodiment that includes a beam selection error occurrence as

a condition for performing the beam change procedure.

[58] FIG. 4 is a view illustrating signaling for a beam obtain procedure and a beam

change procedure in a wireless communication system according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[59] Referring to FIG. 4, a beam obtain procedure is performed in steps 401 and 403. In

step 401, a base station 400 sequentially transmits reference signals that apply different

transmission beams, and a terminal 410 applies different reception beams to receive

the reference signals. That is, the base station 400 repeatedly transmits a plurality of

reference signals while changing beam directions by the number of transmission/

reception beams. Herein, there are alternative implementations for step 403 of the

beam obtain procedure.

[60] In a first alternative for step 403, the terminal 410 selects a preferred beam using the

reference signals and feeds back information of the preferred beam. In other words, the

terminal 410 measures the signal strength of each reference signal transmitted by the

base station 400, selects a beam direction having a strongest signal strength from the

measured signal strengths, and feeds back an index of the selected beam or an index of

the selected reference signal to the base station 400.

[61] In a second alternative for step 403, instead of only selecting the preferred beam



having the strongest signal strength, the terminal 410 may select the best N beams and

feed back an index of the selected N beams or an index of the selected N reference

signals to the base station 400. The terminal 410 may also include at least one of the

corresponding measurements of the N reference signals, an indication of a preferred

beam or reference signal, a ranking of the selected N beams and a ranking of the

selected N signals, etc. In this case, the base station 400 may use the best of the N

beams. Here, N may be a fixed number or N may be the number of reference signals

that have a signal strength that is greater than a threshold.

[62] Herein, the above alternative implementations for step 403 of the beam obtain

procedure will correspond to respective alternative implementations for the beam

change procedure, which are described further below. In addition, the use of signal

strength may be replaced by channel quality, etc. Steps 401 and 403 may be repeatedly

performed according to a predetermined period. At this point, it is preferable that a

period of a beam obtain procedure is set much longer than an HARQ retransmission

period as described above.

[63] The base station 400 initially transmits data to the terminal 410 in step 405. Here, an

HARQ technique is applied to the data. At this point, for convenience in description, it

is assumed that the terminal 410 fails to decode the initially transmitted data. The

terminal 410 that has failed to decode the data transmits Non ACKnowledge (NACK)

to the base station 400 in step 407. According to the HARQ technique, in the case

where the NACK is transmitted, the base station 400 retransmits the data, and the

terminal 410 improves reception performance via coupling of an initially transmitted

signal and a retransmitted signal. Typically, the cause of the decoding failure is an

erroneous selection of a signal modulation and encoding caused by a difference

between an expected channel and an actual channel. Also, as described above with

reference to FIG. 2, the cause of the decoding failure may be a beam selection error.

Therefore, the base station 400 and the terminal 410 according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention determine whether a beam selection error occurs

before retransmission, and perform a beam change procedure when the beam selection

error occurs.

[64] The beam change procedure is a procedure for modifying a beam direction in a

relatively simple manner as compared to the beam obtain procedure. During the beam

change procedure, replacement or addition of a beam is made. Even when a beam

obtain procedure period does not elapse, a reference signal may be transmitted every

frame for a different purpose or a different terminal. Therefore, the terminal 410 may

determine a preferred beam every frame using the reference signals for the different

purpose or the different terminal, and determine whether the beam selection error

occurs. The base station 400 may then replace or add a beam direction for the terminal



410. The particular implementation of the beam change procedure corresponds to re

spective implementations of the beam obtain procedure. For convenience in ex

planation, it is assumed that the beam selection error has occurred.

[65] The terminal 410, after determining that the beam selection error has occurred,

transmits a beam change request to the base station 400 in step 409. The information

included in the beam change request varies depending of the particular exemplary em

bodiment implemented. When the first alternative implementation of step 403 is

performed, the beam change request may include at least one of information of a re-

selected transmission beam and information designating one of a change and an

addition of a beam. Accordingly, the base station 400 may replace or add a beam

direction for the terminal 410. As illustrated in FIG. 4, a beam-B may be replaced by a

beam-C, or the beam-C may be added.

[66] When the second alternative implementation of step 403 is performed, the beam

change request is only an indication that a beam selection error has occurred. The in

dication that the beam selection error has occurred may be communicated using a

small amount of information, such as one bit. In this case, the indication that the beam

selection error has occurred may be included with another message, such as the NACK

message 407, thereby reducing an amount of signaling. Also in this case, the base

station 400 upon receiving the indication that the beam selection error has occurred

may determine whether to replace or add a beam direction for the terminal 410 based

on the measurements of the N reference signals received in step 403. As illustrated in

FIG. 4, a beam-B may be replaced by a beam-C, or the beam-C may be added.

[67] After performing the beam change procedure, the base station 400 retransmits data to

the terminal 410 in step 4 11. At this point, an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention assumes that the terminal 410 succeeds in decoding the data via coupling of

an initially transmitted signal and a retransmitted signal. The terminal 410 that has

succeeded in decoding the data transmits an ACKnowledge (ACK) to the base station

400 in step 413.

[68] After that, when a period of the beam obtain procedure elapses, the base station 400

and the terminal 410 perform the beam obtain procedure. That is, the base station 400

sequentially transmits reference signals that apply respective transmission/reception

beams, and the terminal 410 applies different reception beams to receive the reference

signals in step 415. In addition, the terminal 410 selects a preferred beam or preferred

N beams using the reference signals, and feeds back the preferred beam or the

preferred N beams with their measurements and/or priority in step 417.

[69] In the exemplary embodiment described with reference to FIG. 4, the beam change

procedure is performed in the case where an HARQ retransmission is requested

between beam obtain procedure periods and a beam selection error occurs. However,



the exemplary embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4 cannot resolve a beam selection error

that has occurred during an initial transmission. Therefore, according to another

exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the beam change procedure may be

performed in the case where a beam selection error occurs regardless of HARQ re

transmission. In this case, improvement of initial transmission performance of data is

expected. Another exemplary embodiment of the present invention is illustrated in

FIG. 5.

[70] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating signaling for a beam obtain procedure and a beam

change procedure in a wireless communication system according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[71] Referring to FIG. 5, a beam obtain procedure is performed in steps 501 and 503. In

step 501, a base station 500 sequentially transmits reference signals that apply re

spective transmission/reception beams, and a terminal 510 applies different reception

beams to receive the reference signals in step 501. That is, the base station 500 re

peatedly transmits a plurality of reference signals while changing beam directions by

the number of transmission/reception beams. Herein, there are alternative imple

mentations for step 503 of the beam obtain procedure.

[72] In a first alternative for step 503, the terminal 510 selects a preferred beam using the

reference signals and feeds back information of the preferred beam in step 503. In

other words, the terminal 510 measures a signal strength of each reference signal

transmitted by the base station 500, selects a beam direction having a strongest signal

strength from the measured signal strengths, and feeds back an index of the selected

beam or an index of the selected reference signal to the base station 500.

[73] In a second alternative for step 503, instead of only selecting the preferred beam

having the strongest signal strength, the terminal 510 may select the best N beams and

feed back an index of the selected N beams or an index of the selected N reference

signals to the base station 500. The terminal 510 may also include at least one of the

corresponding measurements of the N reference signals, an indication of a preferred

beam or reference signal, a ranking of the selected N beams and a ranking of the

selected N signals, etc. In this case, the base station 500 may use the best of the N

beams. Here, N may be a fixed number or N may be the number of reference signals

that have a signal strength that is greater than a threshold.

[74] Herein, the above alternative implementations for step 503 of the beam obtain

procedure will correspond to respective alternative implementations for the beam

change procedure, which are described further below. In addition, the signal strength

may be replaced by channel quality, etc. Steps 501 and 503 may be repeatedly

performed according to a predetermined period. At this point, it is preferable that a

period of a beam obtain procedure is set much longer than an HARQ retransmission



period as described above.

[75] After the beam obtain procedure, but before a beam obtain procedure period elapses,

the terminal 510 may detect the occurrence of a beam selection error. That is, a

reference signal may be transmitted by the base station 500 every frame for a different

purpose or a different terminal. Therefore, the terminal 510 may determine a preferred

beam every frame using the reference signals for the different purpose or the different

terminal, and determine whether the beam selection error occurs. The base station 500

may then replace or add a beam direction for the terminal 510. The particular imple

mentation of the beam change procedure corresponds to respective implementations of

the beam obtain procedure. For convenience in explanation, it is assumed that the

beam selection error has occurred.

[76] The terminal 510, after determining that the beam selection error has occurred,

transmits a beam change request to the base station 500 in step 505. The information

included in the beam change request varies depending of the particular exemplary em

bodiment implemented. When the first alternative implementation of step 503 is

performed, the beam change request may include at least one of information of a re-

selected transmission beam and information designating one of a change and an

addition of a beam. Accordingly, the base station 500 replaces or adds a beam direction

for the terminal 510. As illustrated in FIG. 5, a beam-B may be replaced by a beam-C,

or the beam-C may be added.

[77] When the second alternative implementation of step 503 is performed, the beam

change request is only an indication that a beam selection error has occurred. The in

dication that the beam selection error has occurred may be communicated using a

small amount of information, such as one bit. In this case, the indication that the beam

selection error has occurred may be included with another message so as to reduce an

amount of signaling. Also in this case, the base station 500 upon receiving the in

dication that the beam selection error has occurred may determine whether to replace

or add a beam direction for the terminal 510 based on the measurements of the N

reference signals received in step 503. As illustrated in FIG. 5, a beam-B may be

replaced by a beam-C, or the beam-C may be added.

[78] After that, when a period of the beam obtain procedure elapses, the base station 500

and the terminal 510 perform a beam obtain procedure. That is, the base station 500 se

quentially transmits reference signals that apply respective transmission/reception

beams, and the terminal 510 applies different reception beams to receive the reference

signals in step 507. The terminal 510 selects a preferred beam or preferred N beams

using the reference signals and feeds back the preferred beam or the preferred N beams

with their measurements and/or priority in step 509.

[79] Hereinafter, operations and constructions of a terminal and a base station that



perform beam-forming are described in more detail with reference to the drawings.

[80] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for operating a terminal in a wireless

communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[81] Referring to FIG. 6, the terminal determines a preferred transmission/reception beam

or preferred N transmission beams for the preferred reception beam via a beam obtain

procedure in step 601. The beam obtain procedure is periodically performed according

to a predetermined time interval. More specifically, the terminal sequentially receives

reference signals that apply different transmission beams from the base station, and

applies reference signals to which the same transmission signal has been applied to

different reception beams. Through this, the terminal determines a preferred

transmission/reception beam pair or preferred N transmission beams for the preferred

reception beam. Accordingly, the terminal applies the preferred reception beam to a

downlink signal from the base station.

[82] After determining the preferred transmission/reception beam pair or preferred N

transmission beams for the preferred reception beam, the terminal proceeds to step 603

to feed back preferred transmission beam information to the base station. Since a

reception beam is used by the terminal, the information indicating the preferred

reception beam is not fed back. Herein, there are alternative implementations for

feeding back the information indicating the preferred transmission beam. In a first al

ternative for feeding back the information indicating the preferred transmission beam,

the information indicating the preferred transmission beam may include an index of the

preferred beam or an index of the reference signal corresponding to the preferred

beam. In a second alternative for feeding back the information indicating the preferred

transmission beam, the information indicating the preferred N transmission beams may

include an index of the preferred N beams or an index of the N reference signals corre

sponding to the preferred N beams. The information indicating the preferred N

transmission beams may also include at least one of the corresponding measurements

of the N reference signals, an indication of a preferred beam or reference signal, a

ranking of the selected N beams and a ranking of the selected N signals, etc. In this

case, the base station may use the best of the N beams as the preferred transmission

beam. Here, N may be a fixed number or N may be the number of reference signals

that have a signal strength that is greater than a threshold. Herein, the above alternative

implementations for feeding back the information indicating the preferred transmission

beam will correspond to respective alternative implementations for requesting a

transmission beam change, which are described further below.

[83] The terminal proceeds to step 605 to generate a transmission/reception beam pair list.

The transmission/reception beam pair list represents results of selecting a reception



beam maximizing received signal strength with respect to each transmission beam. For

example, the transmission/reception beam pair list may be configured as shown in

Table 2. That is, since a reception beam of the terminal typically has a wider beam than

a transmission beam of the base station, a relationship between the reception beam and

the transmission beam may be 1: plurality. In other words, with respect to one

reception beam, a plurality of preferred transmission beams may exist. Step 605 may

be performed prior to step 603 or simultaneously with steps 601 or 603.

[84] The terminal proceeds to step 607 to determine whether a beam change is required. A

condition under which the beam change is performed may be different depending on a

specific exemplary embodiment implemented. For example, if the exemplary em

bodiment described above with reference to FIG. 4 is implemented, that is, in the case

where decoding of data to which the HARQ technique has been applied fails, and si

multaneously, a beam selection error occurs, the terminal may determine that the beam

change is required. For another example, if the exemplary embodiment described with

reference to FIG. 5 is implemented, that is, in the case where only the beam selection

error occurs, the terminal may determine that the beam change is required.

[85] To determine whether the beam selection error occurs, the terminal may use

reference signals other than reference signals used for the beam obtain procedure of the

terminal. For example, the terminal newly generates a transmission/reception beam

pair list using reference signals other than the reference signals used for the beam

obtain procedure of the terminal, searches for a beam pair having a strongest signal

strength among transmission/reception beam pairs including the preferred reception

beam selected in advance, and when a beam pair having the strongest signal strength is

found that is different from the preferred transmission/reception beam pair determined

via the beam obtain procedure, determines that the beam selection error occurs. For

another example, in the case where a preferred reception beam is applied, the terminal

determines a transmission beam maximizing received signal strength again, and when

the transmission beam is different from a preferred transmission beam determined via

the beam obtain procedure, determines that the beam selection error occurs. In de

termining the occurrence of the beam selection error, though the transmission beam

maximizing the received signal strength is different from the preferred transmission

beam determined via the beam obtain procedure, when signal strength of a case that

applies the transmission beam determined via the beam obtain procedure is greater

than or equal to a threshold, the terminal may determine that a beam selection error has

not occurred. That is, a condition that signal strength in a case of applying a

transmission beam determined via the beam obtain procedure is less than the threshold

may be added as a condition under which the beam selection error occurs.

[86] When the beam change is required, the terminal proceeds to step 609 to transmit a



beam change request to the base station. The information included in the beam change

request varies depending of the particular exemplary embodiment implemented. When

the first alternative for feeding back the information indicating the preferred

transmission beam is implemented, the beam change request may include at least one

of information of a reselected preferred transmission beam and information designating

one of a change and an addition of a beam. At this point, the terminal reselects a

transmission beam in the range where a preferred reception beam is the same. That is,

the terminal reselects a transmission beam maximizing received signal strength as a

preferred transmission beam while the preferred reception beam determined in step

601 is applied.

[87] When the second alternative for feeding back the information indicating the preferred

transmission beam is implemented, the beam change request is only an indication that

a beam selection error has occurred. The indication that the beam selection error has

occurred may be communicated using a small amount of information, such as one bit.

In this case, the indication that the beam selection error has occurred may be included

with another message, such as the NACK message, thereby reducing an amount of

signaling.

[88] The terminal proceeds to step 6 11 to determine whether a period of a beam obtain

procedure elapses. That is, the beam obtain procedure is periodically performed

according to a predetermined time interval. When the period of the beam obtain

procedure does not elapse, the terminal returns to step 607. When the period of the

beam obtain procedure elapses, the terminal returns to step 601 to perform the beam

obtain procedure again.

[89] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for operating a base station in a wireless

communication system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[90] Referring to FIG. 7, the base station determines a preferred transmission beam of a

terminal via a beam obtain procedure in step 701. The beam obtain procedure is peri

odically performed according to a predetermined time interval. Specifically, the base

station sequentially transmits reference signals that apply different transmission beams,

and receives preferred transmission beam information from the terminal. In an

exemplary implementation, the preferred transmission beam information may include

an index of a beam preferred by the terminal or an index of a reference signal corre

sponding to a beam preferred by the terminal. Accordingly, the base station identifies

the preferred transmission beam based on the preferred transmission beam information

and applies the preferred transmission beam to a downlink signal toward the terminal.

[91] In another exemplary implementation, the preferred transmission beam information

may include an index of N beams preferred by the terminal or an index of N reference



signals corresponding to beams preferred by the terminal. The preferred transmission

beam information may also include at least one of corresponding measurements of the

N reference signals taken by the terminal, an indication of a beam or reference signal

preferred by the terminal, a ranking of the N beams by the terminal, a ranking of the

selected N signals by the terminal, etc. Here, N may be a fixed number or N may be

the number of reference signals having a signal strength as measured by the terminal

that is greater than a threshold. Accordingly, the base station identifies the preferred

transmission beam based on the preferred transmission beam information and applies

the preferred transmission beam to a downlink signal toward the terminal.

[92] The base station proceeds to step 703 to determine whether a beam change request is

received from the terminal. In one embodiment, the beam change request is a signal

informing that the transmission beam preferred by the terminal changes, and may

include at least one of information of a reselected preferred transmission beam and in

formation designating change/addition of a beam. In another embodiment, the beam

change request is an indication that a beam selection error has occurred. The indication

that the beam selection error has occurred may be communicated using a small amount

of information, such as one bit. In this case, the indication that the beam selection error

has occurred may be included with another message, such as a NACK message,

thereby reducing an amount of signaling.

[93] Here, whether the base station is restrained in designating change/addition of a beam

of the terminal may change depending on a specific embodiment implemented. Even

though the base station is restrained in designating change/addition of a beam of the

terminal, when addition of a beam is impossible due to resource shortage of the base

station, only beam change is allowed. In addition, in the case where information des

ignating change/addition of the beam is not included, the base station may determine

that addition of the beam is always possible with priority. When the beam change

request is not received, the base station proceeds to step 711.

[94] In contrast, when the beam change request is received, the base station proceeds to

step 705 to determine whether beam addition is possible. Whether the beam addition is

possible may be determined based on whether Radio Frequency (RF) resources of the

base station are available. That is, to enable addition of the beam, the base station

should have a plurality of RF chains, and should be able to additionally allocate at least

one RF chain to a downlink signal toward the terminal. In addition or alternatively, the

base station may determine whether beam addition is possible based on the preferred

transmission beam information fed back from the terminal during the beam obtain

procedure. If the addition of the beam is possible, the base station proceeds to step 707

to add a reselected preferred transmission beam to the preferred transmission beam de

termined in step 701. Here, the reselected preferred transmission beam may be the



beam included in the beam change request or may be a beam determined by the base

station based on the preferred transmission beam information fed back from the

terminal during the beam obtain procedure. In contrast, if the addition of the beam is

not possible, the base station proceeds to step 709 to replace the preferred transmission

beam determined in step 701 with the reselected preferred transmission beam. Once

again, the reselected preferred transmission beam may be the beam included in the

beam change request or may be a beam determined by the base station based on the

preferred transmission beam information fed back from the terminal during the beam

obtain procedure.

[95] The base station proceeds to step 711 to determine whether a period of a beam obtain

procedure elapses. That is, the beam obtain procedure is periodically performed

according to a predetermined time interval. When the period of the beam obtain

procedure does not elapse, the base station returns to step 703. When the period of the

beam obtain procedure elapses, the base station returns to step 701 to perform the

beam obtain procedure again.

[96] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a terminal in a wireless communication system

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[97] Referring to FIG. 8, the terminal includes an antenna array 810, a beam-forming unit

820, a reception RF chain 830, a modem 840, a transmitter 850, and a controller 860.

According to exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the terminal may

include additional and/or different components. Similarly, the functionality of two or

more components may be integrated into a single component.

[98] The antenna array 810 is an aggregate of a plurality of antennas, and includes a

plurality of array elements. The beam-forming unit 820 performs reception beam-

forming with respect to a signal received via a plurality of antennas forming the

antenna array 810. For example, the beam-forming unit 820 includes a plurality of am

plifiers, a plurality of phase shifters, and a signal adder. That is, the beam-forming unit

820 performs reception beam-forming by controlling and adding the phase of signals

received via each of the plurality of antennas. The reception RF chain 830 converts an

analog reception signal in an RF band into a baseband digital signal. For example, the

reception RF chain 830 may include an amplifier, a mixer, an oscillator, an Analog-

to-Digital Converter (ADC), and a filter. The antenna array 810, beam-forming unit

820, and beam-forming unit 820 may collectively be referred to as a receiver. Also, the

receiver may vary depending on the particular implementation of the receiver. For

example, the terminal may not include the beam-forming unit 820 and beam-forming

unit 820.

[99] The modem 840 performs a conversion function between a baseband signal and a bit

line according to a physical layer standard of a system. For example, in an OFDM



scheme, during data transmission, the modem 840 generates complex symbols by

encoding and modulating a transmission bit line, maps the complex symbols to sub-

carriers, and then configures OFDM symbols via Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

(IFFT) and Cyclic Prefix (CP) insertion. In addition, during data reception, the modem

840 divides baseband signals provided from the reception RF chain 830 on an OFDM

symbol basis, recovers signals mapped to subcarriers by performing Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT), and then recovers a reception bit line through demodulation and

decoding. The transmitter 850 converts a transmission signal provided from the

modem 840 into an RF signal to transmit the same to a base station. Though not shown

specifically, the transmitter 850 includes a transmission RF chain, an antenna, etc.

[100] The controller 860 controls an overall operation of the terminal. The controller 860

may perform or control to perform any of the operations described herein as being

performed by the terminal. For example, the controller 860 generates transmission

traffic and a message to provide the same to the modem 840, and reads a reception

traffic packet and a message provided from the modem 840. More particularly, the

controller 860 controls to perform the beam obtain procedure and the beam change

procedure. An operation of the controller 860 for the beam obtain procedure and the

beam change procedure is described below.

[101] For the beam obtain procedure, the controller 860 sequentially receives reference

signals that apply different transmission beams from the base station, and controls the

beam-forming unit 820 to apply reference signals to which the same transmission beam

has been applied to different reception beams. In addition, the controller 860 de

termines a transmission beam of the base station and a reception beam of the terminal

that maximize received signal strength, that is, a preferred transmission/reception beam

pair. Accordingly, the controller 860 generates preferred transmission beam in

formation, and transmits the preferred transmission beam information to the base

station via the modem 840 and the transmitter 850. After that, the controller 860

controls the beam-forming unit 820 to perform reception beam-forming using the

preferred reception beam. The beam obtain procedure is periodically performed

according to a predetermined time interval.

[102] For the beam change procedure, after the beam obtain procedure, the controller 860

generates a transmission/reception beam pair list. In addition, the controller 860 de

termines whether a beam change is required before a period of the beam obtain

procedure elapses. A condition under which the beam change is performed may change

depending on a specific embodiment. For example, the condition includes a beam

selection error occurrence, and may further include a decoding failure of data to which

the HARQ technique has been applied. To determine whether the beam selection error

occurs, the controller 860 may use different reference signals excluding a reference



signal for the beam obtain procedure of the terminal. When the beam change is

required, the controller 860 reselects a preferred transmission beam, and transmits a

beam change request to inform the base station of the reselected preferred transmission

beam. The beam change request may include at least one of information of the re

selected preferred transmission beam and information designating change/addition of a

beam. Alternatively, the beam change request may be an indication that the beam

selection error has occurred and may be communicated using a small amount of in

formation, such as one bit. In this case, the indication that the beam selection error has

occurred may be included with another message, such as a NACK message, thereby

reducing an amount of signaling. At this point, the controller 860 maintains the

reception beam.

[103] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a base station in a wireless communication

system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[104] Referring to FIG. 9, the base station includes a modem 910, a receiver 920, a

plurality of transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N, a beam-forming unit 940, an

antenna array 950, and a controller 960. According to exemplary embodiments of the

present invention, the base station may include additional and/or different components.

Similarly, the functionality of two or more components may be integrated into a single

component.

[105] The modem 910 performs a conversion function between a baseband signal and a bit

line according to a physical layer standard of a system. For example, in an OFDM

scheme, during data transmission, the modem 910 generates complex symbols by

encoding and modulating a transmission bit line, maps the complex symbols to sub-

carriers, and then configures OFDM symbols via IFFT and CP insertion. In addition,

during data reception, the modem 910 divides baseband signals on an OFDM symbol

basis, recovers signals mapped to subcarriers by performing FFT, and then recovers a

reception bit line through demodulation and decoding. The receiver 920 converts an

RF signal received from a terminal into a baseband digital signal. Specifically, though

not shown, the receiver 920 includes an antenna, reception RF chain, etc.

[106] The plurality of transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N convert baseband digital

signal streams provided from the modem 910 to an RF analog signal. For example,

each of the plurality of transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N may include an

amplifier, a mixer, an oscillator, a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), and a filter.

The base station may simultaneously form transmission beams by the number of the

plurality of transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N.

[107] The beam-forming unit 940 performs beam-forming on transmission signals

provided from the plurality of transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N. For example,

the beam-forming unit 940 includes a plurality of phase shifters, a plurality of am-



plifiers, and a signal adder. That is, the beam-forming unit 940 divides a transmission

signal provided from each of the plurality of transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N by

the number of the plurality of antennas included in the antenna array 950, and controls

the phase of each divided signal. In addition, the beam-forming unit 940 adds signals

to be transmitted via the same antenna. The antenna array 950 is an aggregate of a

plurality of antennas, includes a plurality of array elements, and radiates signals

provided from the beam-forming unit 940 to an RF channel. The plurality of

transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N, beam- forming unit 940, and antenna array 950

may collectively be referred to as a transmitter.

] The controller 960 controls an overall operation of the base station. The controller

960 may perform or control to perform any of the operations described herein as being

performed by the base station. For example, the controller 960 generates a transmission

traffic packet and a message to provide the same to the modem 910, and reads a

reception traffic packet and a message provided from the modem 910. More p ar

ticularly, the controller 960 controls to perform a beam obtain procedure and a beam

change procedure. An operation of the controller 960 for the beam obtain procedure

and the beam change procedure is described below.

] For the beam obtain procedure, the controller 960 controls the modem 910 to re

peatedly transmit reference signals, and controls the beam-forming unit 940 to apply

different transmission beams to the reference signals. In addition, the controller 960

determines a transmission beam preferred by a terminal based on preferred

transmission beam information received via the receiver 920. After that, the controller

960 controls the beam-forming unit 940 to apply a transmission beam preferred by the

terminal to a downlink signal toward the terminal. The beam obtain procedure is peri

odically performed according to a predetermined time interval.

] For the beam change procedure, when a beam change request is received from the

terminal via the receiver 920, the controller 960 determines whether beam addition is

possible. To enable the addition of the beam, at least one of the plurality of

transmission RF chains 930-1 to 930-N should be able to be additionally allocated to a

downlink signal toward the terminal. In addition or alternatively, controller 960 may

determine whether beam addition is possible based on the preferred transmission beam

information received via the receiver 920 during the beam obtain procedure. When the

addition of the beam is possible, the controller 960 adds a reselected preferred

transmission beam included in the beam change request to the transmission beam

preferred by the terminal. Here, the reselected preferred transmission beam may be the

beam included in the beam change request or may be a beam determined by the

controller 960 based on the preferred transmission beam information received via the

receiver 920 during the beam obtain procedure. In contrast, when the addition of the



beam is not possible, the controller 960 replaces the transmission beam preferred by

the terminal by the reselected preferred transmission beam included in the beam

change request. Once again, the reselected preferred transmission beam may be the

beam included in the beam change request or may be a beam determined by the

controller 960 based on the preferred transmission beam information received via the

receiver 920 during the beam obtain procedure.

[Ill] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are described herein in the context

of the base station using a transmission beam and the terminal using a reception beam.

However, the present invention is not limited thereto. Exemplary embodiments of the

present invention are equally applicable to the case where the terminal does not utilize

a reception beam. In this case, instead of selecting beams pairs, transmission beams

alone are selected.

[112] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention may swiftly deal with transient or

temporary beam mismatch phenomenon by additionally performing a beam change

procedure corresponding to a beam selection error that occur before a next iteration of

a beam obtain procedure that is periodically performed in a wireless communication

system.

[113] While the invention has been shown and described with reference to certain

exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims and their

equivalents.



Claims
A method for operating a receiving node in a wireless communication

system, the method comprising:

determining a first transmission beam as a preferred transmission beam

using a plurality of reference signals transmitted by a transmitting

node;

generating preferred transmission beam information;

transmitting the preferred transmission beam information to the

transmitting node;

receiving transmissions from the transmitting node via the first

transmission beam;

determining whether a change of a transmission beam is necessary; and

when the change of the transmission beam is determined to be

necessary, generating a beam change request, and transmitting the

beam change request to the transmitting node.

The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of whether the change

of the transmission beam is necessary comprises:

trying to decode data to which a Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest

(HARQ) technique has been applied;

when the decoding fails, determining whether the first transmission

beam is a transmission beam maximizing received signal strength; and

when the first transmission beam is not the transmission beam

maximizing the received signal strength, determining that the change of

the transmission beam is necessary.

The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of whether the change

of the transmission beam is necessary comprises:

determining whether the first transmission beam is a transmission beam

maximizing received signal strength; and

when the first transmission beam is not the transmission beam

maximizing the received signal strength, determining that the change of

the transmission beam is necessary.

The method of claim 1, wherein a condition under which the change of

the transmission beam is necessary comprises at least one of a

mismatch between the first transmission beam and a transmission beam

maximizing received signal strength, a failure in decoding data, and a

condition in which received signal strength is less than a threshold

when applying the first transmission beam.



[Claim 5] The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of whether the change

of the transmission beam is necessary comprises determining whether

the first transmission beam is a transmission beam maximizing received

signal strength.

[Claim 6] The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of the first

transmission beam as the preferred transmission beam using the

plurality of reference signals transmitted by the transmitting node

comprises determining the first transmission beam as the preferred

transmission beam and a first reception beam as a preferred reception

beam using the plurality of reference signals transmitted by the

transmitting node.

[Claim 7] The method of claim 6, wherein the determining of whether the change

of the transmission beam is necessary comprises:

generating a first beam list representing a correspondence relationship

between transmission beams and corresponding reception beams

maximizing the received signal strength when applying each

transmission beam by using the plurality of reference signals;

generating a second beam list using reference signals other than the

plurality of reference signals used for generating the first beam list;

determining whether a beam pair exists that provides a stronger

received signal strength than a received signal strength provided by the

first transmission beam among one or more beam pairs comprising the

first reception beam in the second beam list; and

when the second transmission beam included in the beam pair is

different from the first transmission beam, determining that the first

transmission beam is not the transmission beam maximizing the

received signal strength.

[Claim 8] The method of claim 6, wherein the determining of whether the change

of the transmission beam is necessary comprises:

determining a second transmission beam maximizing the received

signal strength with respect to the first reception beam using reference

signals other than the plurality of reference signals used for de

termining the preferred transmission beam; and

when the second transmission is different from the first transmission

beam, determining that the first transmission beam is not the

transmission beam maximizing the received signal strength.

[Claim 9] The method of claim 6, wherein the determining of whether the change

of the transmission beam is necessary comprises determining whether



received signal strength of the first transmission beam is less than a

threshold.

The method of claim 6, further comprising, when the change of the

transmission beam is determined to be necessary, reselecting the

preferred transmission beam in a range where the preferred reception

beam is the same.

The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of the first

transmission beam as the preferred transmission beam using the

plurality of reference signals transmitted by the transmitting node

comprises:

measuring a signal strength of each of the plurality of reference signals

transmitted by the transmitting node; and

selecting the first transmission beam, which is the transmission beam

with a strongest signal strength from the measured signal strengths, as

the preferred transmission beam.

The method of claim 11, wherein the preferred transmission beam in

formation comprises an index of the preferred transmission beam.

The method of claim 11, further comprising, when the change of the

transmission beam is determined to be necessary, determining a second

transmission beam as the preferred transmission beam,

wherein the beam change request includes an index of the preferred

transmission beam.

The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of the first

transmission beam as the preferred transmission beam using the

plurality of reference signals transmitted by the transmitting node

comprises:

measuring a signal strength of each the plurality of reference signals

transmitted by the transmitting node; and

selecting the N transmission beams, which are the transmission beams

with strongest signal strengths from the measured signal strengths, as

the preferred transmission beams,

wherein the first transmission beam is the transmission beam with the

strongest signal strength among the N transmission beams.

The method of claim 14, wherein the preferred transmission beam in

formation comprises an index of the preferred beams and mea

surements corresponding to the preferred beams.

The method of claim 14, wherein the beam change request only

includes an indication that the beam change is necessary.



[Claim 17] A method for operating a transmitting node in a wireless commu

nication system, the method comprising:

transmitting a plurality of reference signals through corresponding

transmission beams;

receiving preferred transmission beam information from a receiving

node, which was generated by the receiving node based on the

reference signals;

identifying a first transmission beam as a transmission beam for

transmitting a signal to the receiving node based on the preferred

transmission beam information;

transmitting the signal to the receiving node via the first transmission

beam;

receiving a beam change request from the receiving node;

identifying a second transmission beam as the transmission beam for

transmitting the signal to the receiving node; and

one of adding and changing the second transmission beam as the

transmission beam used for transmitting the signal to the receiving

node.

[Claim 18] The method of claim 17, wherein the one of adding and changing of the

second transmission beam as the transmission beam used for

transmitting the signal to the receiving node comprises:

determining whether beam addition is possible;

when the beam addition is determined to be possible, adding the second

transmission beam as the transmission beam used for transmitting the

signal to the receiving node; and

when the beam addition is determined not to be possible, changing the

transmission beam used for transmitting the signal to the receiving

node from the first transmission beam to the second transmission beam.

[Claim 19] The method of claim 18, wherein the determining of whether the beam

addition is possible comprises determining whether at least one Radio

Frequency (RF) chain is additionally allocatable to the signal

transmitted to the receiving node.

[Claim 20] The method of claim 18, wherein the determining of whether the beam

addition is possible comprises determining whether the beam addition

is possible based on the preferred transmission beam information

received from the receiving node.

[Claim 21] The method of claim 17, wherein the preferred transmission beam in

formation includes an index of a preferred transmission beam, and



wherein the first transmission beam is identified based on the index of

the preferred transmission beam included in the preferred transmission

beam information.

The method of claim 21, wherein the beam change request includes an

index of the preferred transmission beam, and

wherein the second transmission beam is identified based on the index

of the preferred transmission beam included in the beam change

request.

The method of claim 17, wherein the preferred transmission beam in

formation includes an index of a plurality of preferred transmission

beams and measurements corresponding to the plurality of preferred

transmission beams, and

wherein the first transmission beam is identified based on the index of

the plurality of preferred transmission beams and measurements corre

sponding to the plurality of preferred transmission beams.

The method of claim 24, wherein the beam change request only

includes an indication that the beam change is necessary, and

wherein the second transmission beam is identified based on the index

of the plurality of preferred transmission beams and measurements cor

responding to the plurality of preferred transmission beams.

A receiving node arranged to implement a method of one of claims 1 to

16.

A transmitting node arranged to implement a method of one of claims

17 to 24.
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